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Till ready
You're sure your name is what it is, and sure of where you live. You're
The day the preacher ties the knot, you're sure that you've been wed.
But

sure you know how much you make and know how much you give. And if it is a cloudy day, you're
you're not sure that she is going to do the things she said. You're sure your girl will settle in a

sure it's goin' to rain. And when the clouds are gone, you're sure the sun will shine again. You're
cosy flat for two. But can you settle all the bills that she runs up for you? Your

sure of lots of things, there is no doubt. But there's one thing you're never sure about:
girl says she don't like your best friend Jim. But when you leave her all alone with him
You never can be too sure about the ladies.

Your "Darling" calls you "pet.

The love light in their eyes Has caused a million sighs That light that lies in woman's eyes And

steals your Juliet.

Many's the time you think you've got them going. But they only keep your lies and lies and lies.

But they only keep your lies and lies and lies.

Poor brain in a whirl.

You leave your girl, and when you get back, She calls you Bill, when your poor brain is in a whirl.

You come home late, and your wife is sore, But she got home but a minute before.

You never can